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Dashboard Details

Message in the Information Display
Check Fuel Cap: Fuel cap is missing or not
properly tightened. Check that the fuel fill cap is
installed and tightened at least one click.
Temperature Gauge: If the pointer is in the red
zone, turn off the engine immediately, or as
soon as safely possible.*

Instrument Panel Indicators
Indicators should go out shortly after starting the
engine. If an indicator stays on or comes on
while driving, follow instructions in the
description.
• Red indicators are critical and require
immediate attention.
• Amber indicators are urgent and require
attention as soon as possible.
• Blue and green indicators are used for
general information.
Note: It is important to see the Instruments
and Controls section in the owner’s manual
for a thorough explanation and/or
instructions for each indicator.

Charging system indicator: Battery is not
being charged; see dealer as soon as
possible.
Low oil pressure indicator: Low oil
pressure; turn the engine off as soon as
safely possible.
Supplemental restraint system (SRS)
indicator: Possible SRS malfunction;
see dealer as soon as possible.*
Seat belt reminder light: Fasten seat
belts.
Parking BRAKE and BRAKE system
indicator: Parking brake on or low
brake fluid level.
Door open indicator: The hatch glass,
tailgate or a door is not closed tightly.
Security system indicator (if equipped):
Blinks when the security system is armed.
Malfunction indicator lamp (CHECK
engine light): Engine or emissions system
malfunction; have dealer inspect the
vehicle.
Maintenance Minder indicator: A
scheduled maintenance is due; stays on if
maintenance is past due.
Message indicator (Touring models):
Use the steering wheel INFO (i) button to
scroll to the message displayed in the MID.

PASSE GER
AIRBAG
FF

Low tire pressure indicator (Touring):
One or more of your vehicle’s tires is
significantly under-inflated. Stop, inspect all
tires, and add air as required.
Tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS)
indicator: TPMS malfunction; have dealer
inspect the vehicle.
Tire pressure monitor: Comes on if a tire
is significantly underinflated.
Automatic transmission (A T)
temperature indicator: The transmission
fluid temperature is too high; pull to the
side of the road when it is safe, move the
shift lever to Park, and let engine idle until
it goes out.
TM indicator (
D): Possible 4WD
system malfunction. If it flashes, the rear
differential fluid temperature is too high;
follow the A/T Temp procedure.
SIDE AIRBAG cut FF indicator:
Passenger’s side airbag is off and will not
deploy during a crash.*
Passenger airbag cut FF indicator:
Passenger’s front airbag is off and will not
deploy during a crash.
Note: Do not place objects or feet under
the front seats; this could prevent the
airbags from working properly.
Anti Lock brake system (ABS) indicator:
ABS malfunction; see your dealer as soon
as possible.

ehicle stability assist ( SA) acti ation
indicator: A reminder that the VSA is
turned off. Flashes when VSA is active.
ehicle stability assist ( SA) system
indicator: Possible VSA system problem.*
Daytime running lights indicator: Dim
when DRL is on, stays on bright when there
is a problem.
Light control indicator
Starter system indicator
Fuel gauge low fuel indicator

ECO

Immobili er system indicator: Flashes if an
improperly coded key is used in the ignition
switch. Comes on briefly when the key is
turned.
CR ISE MAI indicator: Cruise control is
on, and is waiting to be set.
CR ISE C
TR L indicator: Cruise
control is set.
EC indicator: Comes on when the engine
performs at its most economical level.
Lights on indicator: Exterior lights are on.
Turn signal Ha ard indicator
High beam indicator

